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Abstract

The global routing network is the backbone of the Internet. However, it is quite vulnerable to attacks that cause major disruptions or routing manipulations. Prior related works have visualized routing path changes with node link diagrams, but it requires strong domain expertise to understand if a routing change between autonomous systems is suspicious. Geographic visualization has an advantage over conventional node-link diagrams by helping uncover such suspicious routes as the user can immediately see if a path is the shortest path to the target or an unreasonable detour. In this paper, we present ProBGP, a web-based progressive approach to visually analyze BGP update routes. We created a novel progressive data processing algorithm for the geographic approximation of autonomous systems and combined it with a progressively updating visualization. While the newest log data is continuously loaded, our approach also allows querying the entire log recordings since 1999. We present the usefulness of our approach with a real use case of a major route leak from June 2019. We report on multiple interviews with domain experts throughout the development. Finally, we evaluated our algorithm quantitatively against a public peering database and qualitatively against AS network maps.

CCS Concepts

\begin{itemize}
  \item Human-centered computing \rightarrow Visual analytics;
  \item Networks \rightarrow Data center networks;
  \item Theory of computation \rightarrow Routing and network design problems;
\end{itemize}
1. Introduction

Interdomain routing is the core of the Internet. Autonomous systems (ASes) manage the routing of packets from your device to the service you are using by exchanging routing information via the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). They exchange, to which block of IP addresses (also called IP prefix) they can provide a route. The analysis of the routing network has a long history in research and is an important domain for Internet Service Providers (ISPs). Every year routing misconfigurations or attacks on the insecure BGP result in intercontinental outages that afflict major services like Google or WhatsApp [Tho20a, Tho20b]. However, there are many more small anomalies, which are not detected or made public, because there is no log data for the complete routing network.

There are only three projects, which installed 59 collectors at ASes around the world to gather log data. Although this is not covering the complete routing network, the log data generated by these collectors is already too large to analyze it entirely. In the past, multiple applications were proposed to approach this problem (see Section 2.1) but none of them focused on a high accuracy geographic visualization of routing paths. If a path between ASes does not take the shortest path geographically it may be an indicator for anomalous behavior. ASes are divided into three tiers, which reflect their global connectivity to other ASes, where Tier 1 ASes are global networks providing a connection between smaller Tier 2 networks which do the same for Tier 3 networks. The problem is that ASes are not present in only one location but they are distributed systems with multiple data centers. There is almost no data about where these data centers are and how they are connected internally because most of the ISPs do not want to share this business information. However, there are GeoIP databases that offer approximate locations for IP addresses and information about which IP addresses belong to each AS. Based on this data, we developed a novel approximation algorithm for AS data centers and their internal connections. With that, we are able to visualize the data centers on a world map and compute the geographic paths of BGP updates. We created a progressive visual analytics application to analyze live BGP update logs. We evaluated our prototype with the main user groups which play a role in this domain. Our prototype is available at https://probgp.igd.fraunhofer.de and works best with Google Chrome. Our main contributions are:

1. Geospatial approximation of internal AS networks based on geographic distance and managed IP addresses
2. Always up-to-date, progressive visual analytics application for BGP update path analysis
3. Insights of how visualization can contribute to the BGP domain, based on result validations and evaluations with domain experts

The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we discuss the related work on network visualization and progressive visual analytics. Section 3 explains the different user groups and their tasks as well as the data types that we use. We explain the approximation algorithm and our progressive visual analytics approach in Sections 4 and 5. In Section 6 we show how our prototype can solve the previously defined tasks with a real-world use case. We present the results of our evaluation in Section 7, before concluding with a discussion of challenges, limitations, and future work.

2. Related Work

Our visual analytics approach (as defined by Keim et al. [KKEM10]) combines data management and automated analysis with visualization. It is further inspired by previous work in network visualization and progressive analytics. Of particular interest for this paper are geospatial network visualization, BGP update visualizations, and guidelines for progressive approaches that allow online access with responsive user interaction.

2.1. Network Visualization

Network and graph visualizations [BEW95] are certainly among the most prominent and widely used information visualizations with a wide variety of applicable data sources and application domains ranging from social networks [HB05], over traffic analysis [LAA20] to cybersecurity [Cam21]. This paper is especially interested in geospatial network visualization with still a wealth of related work, techniques, and systems. A recent survey by Schöttler et al. analyzes 95 such visualizations and provides a classification scheme [SYPB21]. Within cybersecurity as an application domain, network visualization and in particular routing visualization has a long history because of the interesting problem to find anomalies in the very large amounts of raw data. Many early approaches for BGP routing (e.g. [DBMPP03]) visualized the AS network in a node-link diagram where the nodes are the ASes and the links represent the BGP update paths. But without domain expert knowledge it is difficult to understand if a routing change is suspicious.

Several approaches have argued that it is easier to detect an anomalous change if the BGP update path is visualized geographically. Following the above classification [SYPB21], we are particularly looking at interactive, super-imposed geospatial network visualizations with a geographically mapped, explicit representation of nodes and links. Syamkumar et al. [SDB16] used their system Bigfoot to preprocess BGP update logs for one year and found 139 candidate events which they visualize. They render a 2D polygon on the world map for each IP prefix that belongs to an AS, which results in many polygons for the coverage area of the AS. Although this approach provides a fast indication of anomalous behavior it may suffer from overplotting when analyzing an AS with global coverage. Another related work is BGPViewer by Papadopoulus et al. [PMT13] which, similar to our approach, visualizes an AS graph on the world map. They visualize the ASes on the country-level and highlight the gained and lost IP ownership over a specified time frame, which makes irregular events like route leaks visible. The visual analytics tool VisTracer [FFV12] analyzes traceroutes to find routing anomalies. Their focus is on the detection of anomalies but they also provide a rough geographical visualization on the country-level. All three related works have a low geographic accuracy or do not account for the factor that there are global ASes that cannot be assigned to a specific country. With our approach, we increase the geographic accuracy to the city-level, which makes it possible to find unusual routing paths even in smaller regions.

2.2. Progressive Visual Analytics

Progressive visual analytics is a research field that gained increasing attention over the past years. Due to ever-larger datasets, al-
algorithms take more time to compute final results. Thus, visual updates with intermediate results are necessary to keep the user involved in the analysis process. Earlier contributions to this field called this method incremental visualization [FPD*12] or progressive refinement [RS09] and already showed how the processing of large datasets can be handled. The term progressive visual analytics was established in the community by multiple publications [SPG14, FP16]. In a recent survey Angelini et al. [ASSS18] review all previous visual analytics contributions with progressive features and categorize them. Angelini et al. define two ways of progressive-ness:

- **data chunking** - the partial results show increasingly more data over time.
- **process chunking** - the partial results show all the data at all time but the quality of approximation increases.

For data chunking the data source has to be sampled or sorted in a way that either the most important results are shown early or a given order in the data is preserved. An example for sampled data loading is the work of Badam et al. [BEF17] where they load large Twitter datasets and sample the dataset to enable a fast and progressive visualization. Then the data is processed iteratively and the results are presented to the user progressively after each iteration. For process chunking the whole data is processed, but the algorithm is able to produce intermediate results that can be visualized while the algorithm is progressively improving the accuracy of the result. A good example for this is a classifier, which is labeling the full dataset while it is progressively trained with more data, thus increasing the accuracy of the classification over time [PLvdM*16]. However, there are still many open research questions in this field, which were summarized by Fekete et al. [FFNS19]. We explain in detail how we implemented progressively in Section 5.1 which is highly dependent on the data and tasks defined in the next section.

3. Characterization of Data, Users and Tasks

In this section we specify the user groups and their tasks when working with BGP update data. First we describe all data sources in detail, then we introduce the main user groups interested in the analysis of this data and what their tasks are. Based on that, we define requirements for our prototype.

3.1. Data

We make use of five different data sources. We use GeoIP and AS-IP data to retrieve locations for IP blocks and the ASes that own these IP blocks. We use ASRank and Routing Information Service (RIS) data to enrich the information about ASes. Finally, we use BGP updates, which is by far the largest part of the data.

**GeoIP and AS-IP Data**

GeoIP data is an approximation of latitude and longitude coordinates for certain IP blocks. Multiple organizations gather this data and provide it for free with lower accuracy or as a paid service with higher accuracy. Following the related work on accuracy of GeoIP databases [KVR17, GSH*17], we chose the commercial GeoIP2 City database by Maxmind. We also chose Maxmind because they provide an AS-IP database, which includes the ownership of IP prefixes by AS number (ASN). With that we can compute all locations of IP blocks for a given ASN. But the IP blocks are not the same in both databases. For example, one large IP block owned by one AS might consist of multiple smaller IP blocks with different locations.

Since we need to merge the two databases we use the merging algorithm developed by Ulmer et al. [USSK18]. During the analysis of the GeoIP data, we found that Maxmind has backup locations in many countries if they are not certain about the location of an IP block. They place these backup locations in water bodies (lakes, rivers) in the middle of a country or a larger city. This prevents confusion with other more accurate locations, but created problems for our algorithm. Currently we can only provide GeoIP data from June 2020 and will add new data as it is available. Requests to our BGP path visualization for time frames where GeoIP data is missing use the closest available data.

**BGP Updates**

BGP updates are announcements or withdrawals of IP prefixes owned by an AS in the format shown in Figure 2. With those messages an AS communicates that all traffic for a certain IP address range should be routed to their data centers. Neighboring ASes get this message and update their routing table accordingly, add their AS number to the AS path and pass the message on to their neighboring ASes. Thus, each AS in the world learns where the next hop for a packet with a certain IP address is. Two scientific projects (Routeviews and Isolario) and the European network coordination centre (RIPE NCC) distributed 59 collectors around the world to gather data from the currently approximately 97k ASes. The data gathered at these collectors is dumped every five minutes for RIPE and Isolario collectors and every 15 minutes for Routeviews collectors. Updates have an average frequency of 240k with peaks up to 7 million in only 15 minutes. The collectors of RIPE produce on average 616 MB of data per collector each day in highly compressed archives (~90%). For example just the collector rrc00 by RIPE gathered 44 GB compressed log data in June 2020, which is approximately 270 GB of uncompressed text data. From this data we mainly analyze the as_path but we also use the time, announce/withdraw, prefix and next_hop fields in our data processing.

**AS Rank and RIS Data**

ASes all have an unique number, their ASN. ASes are commonly divided into three tier levels, depending on their status as customer or provider of traffic. However, this is more of a well-accepted agreement than a binding definition. Tier 1 ASes are global networks which can reach all other networks without paying for the transit. Tier 3 ASes are small local networks which pay for transit and peering to reach other networks. And Tier 2 ASes are in the middle with a mixture of paid and free transit/peering. Luckie et al. [LHD*13] analyzed the relationships between the ASes and
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**Figure 2:** Border Gateway Protocol Update Log Example
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proposed a customer cone metric which gives an indication on how global an AS is. We used this metric to separate all ASNs into the three tiers.

- Customer cone $\geq 2000 \rightarrow$ Tier 1 AS
- $2000 >$ Customer cone $\geq 200 \rightarrow$ Tier 2 AS
- Customer cone $< 200 \rightarrow$ Tier 3 AS

We use the tier categorization in our visual interface to give more context to the BGP update path. The raw ASRank data is provided by CAIDA [CALb, CAAl]. Because BGP updates only include AS numbers in the path, additional data is necessary to give more information about the owner of the AS. Therefore, we use the Routing Information Service (RIS) [RIP20] of RIPE NCC. The service provides detailed information about each AS and its prefixes. With those two additional data sources we enrich the BGP update data with more context information for the user.

3.2. User Groups

The analysis of interdomain routing and the internet infrastructure requires strong domain expertise. Thus, the targeted user of our application already has considerable domain knowledge. Our goal is to improve their analysis process by visualizing larger amounts of data and combining data sources to accelerate gaining insights. Therefore, our potential users are:

- Primary: AS Admins and Prefix Owners
- Secondary: AS, ISP, IXP Managers and Internet Regulators

Routing data is primarily analyzed to find anomalies or misconfigurations which lead to slower traffic or dropped packets. This is usually done by admins of ASes or the owners of IP prefixes to investigate issues or ensure a smooth service. These two user groups are our primary users. They are mainly interested in their own IP prefixes and prefixes of other large internet services that their customers have to reach consistently. Since it is possible to extract AS relations from the BGP update data, there is also an analysis interest from a business and regulation perspective. Therefore, we have a secondary user group, consisting of managers from ASes, Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and Internet Exchange Points (IXPs). Their focus is to overview the whole situation to see possible shortcomings and business opportunities. Our prototype is focussed on the primary user group and their tasks but also provides interesting views for the secondary user group.

3.3. Tasks and Requirements

We studied the related work for interests and tasks of our user groups. Additionally, we had an interview with a domain expert from an IXP before our development started. Later we were also able to get feedback on tasks from an AS admin and a researcher from RIPE NCC. The main task we found is to detect if an IP prefix has been hijacked by another AS. This means it was falsely announced by another AS, thus preventing traffic from reaching the services connected to those IP addresses. AS admins and IP prefix owners immediately need to know this as their services are directly impacted. Also they need to determine who caused this and which parts of the world are affected by this. Another task is to detect route leaks. Route leaks are falsely propagated routing announcements which were issued by an AS beyond their intended scope. This is for example the case if a Tier 3 AS starts to propagate routes which they got from their Tier 1 or 2 provider AS. This may overload the Tier 3 AS with traffic and lead to dropped traffic (a so-called black hole). For performance reasons it is also interesting to see which path the BGP update took geographically, as the routing policies are mostly guided by business contracts and not always optimized to take the shortest path. Therefore, one task is to analyze the peering between the ASes. For our secondary user group the performance perspective is very interesting as they are always looking for new business opportunities or optimization tasks. Based on that we formulated the following tasks that our prototype should support in a descending order of importance:

- T1: Detect hijacks for specific IP prefixes
- T2: Detect false propagation for a specific IP prefix
- T3: Detect suspicious geographic detours of BGP update paths
- T4: Approximate internal AS routing paths to make AS peering points visible

We derived the following requirements based on the data, user and task characterization:

- R1: Make the large BGP update data accessible for analysis in a fast and progressive way
- R2: Let the user filter the data to focus on relevant parts
- R3: Highlight IP prefix hijacks so that they are immediately seen
- R4: Visualize a geographic approximation of AS networks
- R5: Show the BGP update path on a world map enriched with context data

Based on the explanation in Section 3.2 and 3.3, the requirements are connected to the tasks and users in the following way:

- Primary Users: T1, T2, T3 $\rightarrow$ R1, R2, R3, R5
- Secondary Users: T2, T3, T4 $\rightarrow$ R1, R4, R5

4. Approximation Algorithm

To achieve our goal of showing the geographical path of a BGP update over multiple ASes we need information about the entire underlying network. This entails the knowledge about the geolocations of IPs of any provider for any time span. We use GeoIP and AS-IP data from Maxmind as described in Section 3.1. Additionally, we require knowledge about the internal routing structure of every AS network. Both, the locations of data centers and the connections between them are pivotal for a good understanding about the routes that packets take over the Internet. Unfortunately, ground truth data for internal structures is scarce and thus we cannot rely on a lookup for each AS. Therefore, a good approximation of topologies of AS networks is necessary. Finally, knowledge about the actual routing over the AS network structure is crucial to predict reasonable routes. Since little information about intranets is available, we use the iBGP routing is published, this also has to be algorithmically approximated, based on reasonable constraints.

In this section, we illustrate our three approximation modules which are: Approximation for the data center locations, approximation of the connections between the data centers, and the approximation of the geographical routes based on the AS paths. For more details we provide the pseudo code in the supplemental material.
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Due to the different topologies of AS networks, an adaptive approximation had to be chosen that takes the constraints of data center locations into account. Our first ideas were to use DBSCAN or a k-d tree \[\text{Ben75}\]. But each technique by itself proved to be incapable to meet our constraints as shown in Figure 3. Constraint \(\text{C1}\) could not be satisfied in a stable way. Either the centroid is not in the proximity of most of the IP blocks, because of the lengthy shape of the cluster, or the centroid was geographically averaged in a k-d tree cell which resulted in a data center being in a sparse area. These limitations inspired us to implement a hybrid approach, combining k-d tree and DBSCAN. We perform the initial, coarse partitioning with the k-d tree algorithm. This way we rule out that the clusters can span over long distances and thus support constraint \(\text{C1}\).

The fine clustering in the generated cells is performed by an adaptable DBSCAN implementation. This helps to identify a suitable number of clusters in the area based on the density distribution of IP blocks. Thus, we avoid that odd cluster centers can be chosen by our approximation algorithm. After comparison with the ground truth network maps of some ISPs we identified two areas for minor improvements. We chose the parameter estimation for the DBSCAN algorithm rather conservatively, to achieve nice positioning of the data centers. However, this resulted in an overconcentration of data centers in dense IP block areas. We can see this effect in Figure 3 on the right in Denver, Colorado. This compromises our constraint \(\text{C2}\), to approximate data centers on the city level. In the example, we want to approximate only a single data center in Denver. To fix this issue without affecting the robust estimation of our implementation of the DBSCAN algorithm, we added a post-processing step. In this step, we merge data centers that are too close to each other. The location of the merged data center is determined by the largest IP block. The second minor issue can be seen on the right part of Figure 3 in Wyoming. There are multiple sparse IP blocks with only a few IP addresses. Since sparse and rather small IP blocks may qualify as data centers for small Tier 3 ASes, we handled this issue with an additional post-processing step. In this step, we categorize all data centers that manage only one single IP address as noise and filter them out. Further, for AS networks with a large amount of estimated data centers, we filter out the ones managing less than a certain threshold of IP addresses, if they are in the proximity of another data center that is above the threshold. Overall, the post-processing results in predictions that are more accurate for small and large AS networks.

4.2. Internal AS Connections

The data center approximation is only the first step to achieve our goal of predicting the routing through multiple ASes. A meaningful
approximation of the internal connections of data centers for each AS is a mandatory second step. As in the data center approximation case, we require an unsupervised approach to tackle this challenge due to the lack of comprehensive ground truth data. Based on the available network maps of some ISPs and an interview with a domain expert we identified constraints for our approximation model. We observed that connections are mostly present between data centers that are close to each other. Further, data centers that manage many IP blocks are often directly connected. Both features reflect that ISPs optimize their network based on speed and cost. Finally, we learned from the domain expert interview that, AS networks are not built like a minimal spanning tree, but have additional connections to reduce internal routing by avoiding detours along the minimal spanning tree.

C3: short connections between data centers are prioritized
C4: intercontinental connections are between large data centers
C5: data centers should reach others with only a few hops

At first we tried to use the NETHSIC algorithm [LSGB09]. NETHSIC is an unsupervised algorithm for structured network inference that uses kernels to model network topologies based on certain properties of the data. We chose degree of connections per data center as our target property. While the algorithm provided reasonable results, the time complexity \(O(n^3)\) made it too slow for larger AS networks.

Therefore, we decided to use Kruskal’s minimum-spanning-tree algorithm [Kru56] as the backbone of our implementation and extend it to fit our use case. On top of the spanning tree, we estimate new edges using the sorted edge data structure, already provided by Kruskal’s algorithm. We traverse this edge list, which is sorted in ascending order, and check if the current edge is a suitable candidate for a connection. For this edge we calculate the shortest path over the existing spanning graph using the A* (A-Star) algorithm [HNR68]. This process automatically reduces the distances for other paths between data centers. Suitable edges are added to the graph iteratively resulting in networks that included extra edges (C5) and some edge crossings similar to the network map examples. The prioritization of short connections (C3) and the prioritization of connections between big data centers (C4) is balanced by the distance metric. The distance metric is a ratio of the geographical distance and the sum of IP blocks. We use the Haversine distance because it considers the earth’s curvature. To mitigate the impact of inaccurate GeoIP a binning was necessary to prevent large IP clusters having an infinite impact on the connection priority.

### 4.3. Shortest Routing Path

The next step is to determine the geographical route from the next hop IP location to the prefix origin location through the AS path of the BGP update. Our approach creates a single graph that contains the next hop IP, the prefix origin, all AS networks from the AS path, and the connections between these entities. On this graph we can then calculate the shortest path using the A* algorithm.

For the construction of this graph, we need to complete three tasks. We need to connect the next hop to the first AS of the AS path. Then, we need to find reasonable connections between the ASes leading to the prefix origin location. Finally, we have to connect the origin AS with the prefix location. The obvious solution for the first and third task is to connect the next hop respectively the prefix location to the data center with the shortest distance. Thus, we generated two additional edges that complement the graph.

The second task poses a bigger challenge, since there are various ways to connect two different AS networks. After consulting a domain expert we specified the following constraints. ISPs have an inherent interest to route packets over their own network as far as possible before passing them to the next AS. This is simply most profitable for them. Another constraint is that ASes are locally connected, meaning that transitions between two ASes can only occur in locations where data centers from both ASes are in close proximity. Our last constraint is that routing should go in the direction of the prefix origin and prefer the shortest path without cycling and zigzag patterns.

C6: prioritize long paths in own AS network
C7: peered ASes are connected in one location
C8: prioritize shortest path in the direction of the target

Multiple data centers serve as transition point candidates between ASes based on their proximity to data centers of the next AS and the distance to the target location. This prevents the path from going through local optima which in turn might lead to an overall detour. After adding the potential transition edges to the graph we calculate the shortest path with A*. This satisfies all three constraints (C6, C7, C8) with one comprehensive solution. By opening up multiple options on how to traverse the graph between neighboring ASes, the A* algorithm provides several more optimal paths with short lengths and in the direction of the target prefix.

### 5. Visualization System

In this section, we describe the progressive data processing of the BGP update data and the storage of intermediate results created by our approximation algorithm. Both aspects are vital for ensuring a highly responsive visual analytics approach. Finally, the visualizations and interactions are explained.

#### 5.1. Progressive Data Processing

BGP update data is large and split into small archives spread around all collectors. It takes time to download the data and process it. We developed a progressive data processing and visualization so that the user receives results incrementally as they are ready.

The process starts with receiving the query from the client containing an IP prefix, start time and end time. First, we call the CAIDA BGPStream broker to get metadata of all collectors that have data for this time frame and the URLs to the log files. Note that the BGPStream broker automatically puts in a limit of 30 minutes, so we have to call it multiple times if the query timeframe is larger. Then, we start multiple processes to download the data and store it for future queries. The downloaded log data includes all log entries, as we have not filtered by the queried IP prefix yet. After a file is downloaded, the BGPScanner application is called on the stored file with the IP prefix as a filter option. As described in Section 3.1 the log files are dumps in 5- or 15-minute intervals. The files...
Figure 4: Real world use case: Large European route leak from AS21217 sends traffic through China Telecom. Immediately, the large quantity of BGP updates (white paths) shows the global impact of this event. The color code on the right side shows how the routing hierarchy was interrupted. The AS path shows that the Tier 3 AS21217 is in between two Tier 2 ASes, which in general should not be the case. In the bottom right, one path is highlighted by the user. It shows clearly how the path made a detour over China before being routed to the US.

have very different sizes because of the position of the collector. Collectors at central ASes in Europe produce approximately three gigabytes of highly compressed data each day while collectors at smaller ASes in Africa, e.g., only produce around 150 MB. Thus, we can use a data-chunking approach to progressively return results as each part of the log dump is processed. Note that some of the log archives are corrupted. We abort these cases and return the paths found until the corrupted parts start. The resulting routing paths are then processed by our approximation algorithm using the closest GeoIP data available to the selected time frame. After generating a data center network for each AS in the update path we compute the shortest geographic path as described in Section 4.3. The geographic path is then streamed to the client to enable a progressively updating visualization. Finally, when all files were processed we send a Finish notification to the client and store the result in our database to speed up future queries. With this approach our service is always up-to-date as we allow the user to get the data directly from the collectors. For a large query of twelve hours for a random IP prefix our system processes on average 300 MB of highly compressed log files for each of the 54 collectors from Routeviews and RIPE. The first update path visualization is already available after 10 to 20 seconds and the finished visualization is ready after 8 minutes. For smaller time frames the first results are shown after a few seconds. With smart caching we provide results for queries with overlapping time frames in under one second. We are currently running this service on a smaller five year old server with 40 cores, 64GB RAM and HDDs. With this we provide a service for our defined user groups which satisfies the requirement of a fast and progressive accessibility of BGP update data (R1).

5.2. Visualizations and Interactions

In this section we present our visual interface and show how it fulfills the proposed requirements from Section 3.3. We also refer the reader to the accompanying video that further highlights the visualization and interaction possibilities. The ProBGP visual interface depicted in Figure 1 shows our web service, accessible at https://probgp.igd.fraunhofer.de. On the start page, we introduce the topic and present an overview of the functions. After switching to the ”Vis” tab, the map visualization is loaded and two rows of query inputs are visible on the top left.

The first row is used for the BGP update queries, where an IP prefix in CIDR notation can be entered (e.g. 146.140.0.0/16) and a start and end time. This reduces the very large data repository and helps the user focus on the relevant data (R2). Data can be queried from the beginning of the BGP recordings in 1999 up to now, with a limit of two days per query. After submitting a query, the loading spinner will show that the request is currently processed and single paths will be progressively added to the visualization as they arrive from the server. We tired different approaches [AMSS19] to better reflect quality measures of the progressive computation but due to the unknown size of the real world data it was not possible to give a precise progress or stability feedback other than a progress bar which would take most of the time for the last few percent. The responses are not in a deterministic order because the server processes many files in parallel and each process of our approximation algorithm returns the results immediately. When a routing path is received, the path is rendered on the map with its next hop as a green endpoint and the origin of the prefix as a pink endpoint (R5). So if there is more than one pink endpoint that may be a multi-
origin prefix or a prefix hijack (R3). Since we provide an approximation of the routing path we looked at related work for uncertainty in geographic visualizations [ZB19] and experimented with visualizing the uncertainty of data centers and paths. This led to large overplotting problems and made it very difficult to understand the visualization. In fact, none of the geospatial visualizations in the recent survey [SYPB21] combined uncertainty visualization with an explicit geographic mapping. We also thought about using edge bundling [ZXYQ13] to have a clearer visualization. This would make BGP update paths difficult to follow through the countries, but it could be helpful for connections that cross oceans, which are in fact bundled. We decided to postpone this to future work as the partial application of edge bundling is challenging and provides less benefit than other features we developed.

At the bottom of the map a timeline histogram is updated with each new path to give an overview when the updates were recorded. A brush over the histogram gives the user the possibility to filter out paths to make the map visualization less overplotted if there are many paths over the whole timeframe (R2). This also affects progressively incoming data, maintaining the focus on the data relevant to the user. When hovering over a path the routing locations are highlighted and the corresponding AS numbers are shown so that the user can immediately see how far one AS network carried the BGP update. To view the raw data the user can hover over the paths on the map and select them. A tooltip window shows the raw data on the right side of the browser window, so that the view on the paths is not blocked. While hovering over a path, the other paths are hidden to have a clear view. When the user hovers over a path that is shared by many BGP updates, all raw data entries are displayed. As the list may get very long, the user can pin the tooltip by clicking on the path segment and then scroll inside the raw data tooltip. Inside the raw data tooltip the user can hover over an AS number to get more context as shown in Figure 4. The data is queried live from the RIPE RIS and shows the owner of the AS, the country, the registration time and the Regional Internet Registry (RIR) (R3). We also make use of the ASRank data set from CAIDA to categorize the ASes in tiers (R5). The legend at the top shows the color for each AS tier. Under each AS path the coloring shows the order of AS tiers the BGP update was propagated through. With this context it is possible to detect route leaks which we show in the use case in Section 6. With our visualization, it is possible to look at the BGP update paths geographically and find suspicious deviations from the shortest path.

The second query row is for the visualization of our AS data center approximation algorithm. First, the user can insert an AS number and pick a date to specify which GeoIP data is used. After submitting the query, the raw GeoIP data is shown with white dots with a low opacity, while the approximation algorithm is running. The data center aggregation usually takes less than 500ms so the data centers are almost immediately visible as colored dots, with a sequential multi-hue color map [HB03] overlaid at the top right. The raw data layer has a lower opacity and is displayed on top of the data center layer. This allows to see how the raw data was aggregated to the resulting data centers. Dark red dots depict very large data centers that have more than five million IP addresses in this area. Light yellow dots mean there are only one to a hundred IP addresses aggregated. Finally, the data center connections are displayed as white links between the data centers. This data might load a little bit slower as the algorithm has to test many edges (see Section 4.2). These loading times are only noticed on the first computation for an AS number on a specific date as the results are stored in our database. Finally, the user can show and hide layers at the bottom left by clicking the checkboxes. Our approximation algorithm enables managers from ISPs, ASes or IXPs to view internal AS networks (R4) which previously was not possible due to the lack of data. This enables them to find areas for optimization or new business opportunities.

6. Use Case

In the following, we demonstrate how the intended tasks can be performed with our prototype by following a real event in 2019. On June 6th 2019, AS21217 from Switzerland leaked over 70,000 routes to China Telecom AS4134. China Telecom did not filter this leak and propagated it to the global Internet. This caused a major amount of traffic that was destined for large European networks to be routed through the China Telecom network. We load the time frame from 12:00 to 12:14 UTC for the prefix 46.145.0.0/16 to look at a portion of the log data for this use case (see Figure 4). After the progressive computation is started, the first path is visible after about four seconds. The gist of the event is already visible after 30s when almost half of the data is processed. The computation ends after 1 minute and 30 seconds with 528 visualized paths. It is immediately apparent that there are many more routing paths in this time frame, when we compare it to Figure 1, for instance. The user can see the origins of the prefix marked as pink dots. If multiple pink dots are visible this indicates a possible prefix hijack (T1), but there are also multi-origin prefixes, so the user has to investigate further. The user can select each pink dot to see which AS has originated the prefix. In this case, AS1136 owns the prefix and originated it from all three locations. After hovering over some paths the user selects a set of paths and looks at the table to the right. It is immediately noticeable that AS21217, a Tier 3 AS, is in the middle of the AS path between the larger Tier 2 and Tier 1 ASes, which indicates a route leak or false propagation (T2). Going over the paths in detail (Figure 4 red box) the user can instantly see how the update path took a detour over China (T3). Further investigating the data table on the right, the user can hover over AS4134 pulling more information from the RIS which shows that the owner is Chinanet Backbone No.31. While hovering or selecting paths, the AS numbers are displayed at the routing nodes, which shows where the peering between ASes approximately was (T4). The use case shows that our prototype can handle real world data at a reasonable execution time and supports the intended tasks.

7. Evaluation

We had multiple evaluation stages with domain experts and were able to have experts from all our defined user groups for interviews at different stages of development. First, we had a pre-development interview with an expert from a large internet exchange point company. Second, we presented our pre-final work at the RIPE81 conference and were able to have follow-up interviews with a researcher from RIPE and an AS admin of a Swiss ISP. After the development we conducted an interview with the same expert from
the IXP to verify our development progress and get additional feedback. Finally, we evaluated our approximation against the PeeringDB dataset and visually compared the internal network to official AS network maps.

7.1. Pre-Development Interview
Before starting the development of our approach we interviewed a domain expert from one of the largest internet exchange companies DE-CIX. We shared our ideas to implement a routing visualization with a higher geographic accuracy than previous related works. The main problem we detected was the accuracy of the GeoIP data as our approximation can only be as good as the data we use. We created an estimation model which is not tailored for the GeoIP data, but will automatically perform better as the accuracy of the GeoIP data increases. We defined the constraints for our algorithm after consulting the domain expert to avoid vague assumptions. As a member of a large IXP the domain expert was more interested in the internal AS network than in the analysis of BGP updates. Based on the experts’ feedback we implemented two separate query masks and visualizations, one for the analysis of BGP update paths and one for the analysis of our approximation results.

7.2. Mid-Development Feedback
After our first prototype was ready we were able to demonstrate it at the RIPE81 conference for internet infrastructure. There we explained our algorithm and showed the visual prototype. After the conference we were able to get in contact with one AS admin from Switzerland and a researcher from RIPE NCC. Their feedback was very different from the domain expert’s comments in our first interview. They were much more interested in the BGP update visualization and gave multiple suggestions on how to boost the geographic accuracy. They also suggested to have multiple views on the data to close the gap between an approximated view and a non-approximated visualization of the raw data. They also suggested to include ASRank data to show the “Pyramid” structure of an AS path. The pyramid symbolizes the start of the AS path at a Tier 3 AS going over Tier 2 and Tier 1 ASes back to a Tier 3 AS. This makes it possible to see route leaks if there are multiple switches of AS tiers in the middle of the AS path.

7.3. Final Evaluation Interview
In our final evaluation we were able to interview the domain expert from DE-CIX again. We showed him our visual comparison that is described in the next section. He stated that it is hard to compare against an infographic of an AS as they may not show all their data centers. But as our approximation is based on the location of their managed IP addresses, we might find more than they show on their map. The expert also stated that the accuracy of the Maxmind GeoIP database might not be optimal for estimating routers, as it is rather focused on end-user geo-locations. He recommended using the PeeringDB database where in the past years more ISPs started to provide accurate locations of their data centers. We evaluated against this dataset (see Section 7.4) and are currently looking into incorporating this data source into our algorithm to optimize the geographic approximation of data centers.

7.4. Quantitative Evaluation and Visual Comparison
Ground truth data for AS data centers and their internal connections is hard to find. PeeringDB.com [Pee21] provides a user-managed database with AS data center locations. However, the database does
not provide complete datasets for all ASes, because some ASes do not want to share this information. We used the available addresses for all Tier 1 and Tier 2 ASes and determined the geographical coordinates with forward geocoding. Then, we computed precision and recall while counting a true positive if our estimation is within a 90km radius of the ground truth location using the Haversine distance metric. It is the same radius we use to merge data centers in our algorithm to have an approximation on the city-level. For the top 10 Tier 1 AS of CAIDA ASRank we reach a precision of 73% and a recall of 78%. But we had to exclude two Level3 ASes as there was no ground truth data. For all Tier 1 and Tier 2 ASes we achieve a precision of 38% and a recall of 65%. The precision suffers strongly from incomplete ground truth data, as there are several large ASes, for which we estimate hundreds of locations but PeerDB only has one or two locations registered. It is not clear if the data is incomplete or if we overestimated, so we did rather not want to filter out these cases. For the AS174 by Cogent, which we use in the following we achieved a precision of 84% and a recall of 93%.

The evaluation of the internal AS network was more difficult because there is no quantitative ground truth data. Only a few of the top tier ASes provide a network map with the internal connections like Hurricane Electric [Hur20], Cogent [Cog20] and CenturyLink (Level3) [Cen20]. We took the network maps of multiple ASes with the most IPv4 peers worldwide and used them during our development. Here, we show a comparison with the fourth-largest AS according to CAIDA ASRank (01/2021): AS174 by Cogent. Their network consists of one main AS that we can more easily compare with, while others like CenturyLink have multiple AS numbers in their network. Looking at the topology of the network, there are some important differences, which make the general approximation more difficult. Thus, for future improvements it would be very helpful to gather a ground truth data set with information on the connections of multiple AS networks to also perform a quantitative evaluation on the internal connections.

Looking at the network map of Cogent (Figure 5, white map) we identify that they maintain many data centers in the US and Europe. Our algorithm generates a slightly higher data center density in the US (Figure 5, dark map). There, our approximation predicts some more small data centers especially in the northern part of the country. In southern Europe, we see similar data center densities with slight shifts in their locations, but in central Europe our algorithm is aggregating too much. This shows that it is difficult to balance the estimation algorithm between dense and sparse regions. Overall, the approximated connection density and structure of the internal network is close to the original. Noticeable is that connections over long distances (e.g. Australia to South America) which go through oceans are generated by our algorithm, but are not present in the real world. Therefore, we are thinking of integrating penalties on connections over certain regions as there are only some areas with underwater cables. Currently, these connections are estimated based on their geographical distance, disregarding economic factors.

8. Discussion and Future Work
During our development, we faced some challenges and limitations and we noticed some extensions that could improve our approach. One big challenge was the processing of the large BGP update data. BGP update queries for long time periods over all collectors require large downloads and much computation power to achieve a responsive web service. Further, the data access does not allow to query for a specific location. Therefore, it is not possible to only get data for a specific geographical region without downloading the data of all collectors. Also, the accessible time frames are discretized in 5 minute (RIPE) or 15 minute (Routeviews) intervals. This limits the amount of the progressive features we could implement. Acquiring a better accessibility to the BGP update data that allows for more specific queries would unlock progressive capabilities we are highly interested in, like steering the progression and the monitoring of progressive quality indicators [AMSS19] in a specific geographical region. The second big challenge was the modeling of our algorithms, as there is only limited ground truth data to compare against. Looking at the different AS network maps showed us that companies have very different network topologies. Real network connections are not always optimized for the shortest geographical path but are also driven by economic, political or environmental requirements. The main limitations of our approach are the accuracy of the GeoIP data, which directly influences our approximation accuracy, and the fact that there is only incomplete ground truth data we could evaluate against.

Next, we will integrate all the valuable suggestions by the different user groups we were able to gather. We are going to improve our algorithm by modeling in factors like costs for connections going over land or water, as this covers environmental and political factors. The addition of all BGP log collectors on the map is also planned in next iterations, as this will add to the comprehension where the log data is from. A future goal is to integrate automatic suggestions for suspicious routing paths to guide the user to interesting points in the data.

9. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a novel geographic AS data center network approximation algorithm and an always up-to-date progressive visual analytics application to analyze BGP updates. We summarized the related work in network visualization and progressive visual analytics and highlighted the connections to our approach. We defined two user groups, their tasks and made use of GeoIP, AS-IP, ASRank data and BGP update logs in our system. We proposed a novel geographic approximation algorithm for AS data centers and an algorithm to estimate the internal connections between the data centers. We created a progressive visual analysis system for BGP updates and described our interaction design in detail. We showed how our approach can be used to accomplish the tasks with a real world use case. Finally, we reported on multiple interviews during our development and evaluated our approximation quantitatively and qualitatively.
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